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Metropolitan Area of the Valley of Mexico
Why the MAVM as a case study?
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How can regenerative development and planning practices be integrated in the case study of the MAVM in order to circumvent the current deteriorating social-ecological system?
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Rainfall

Precipitation
- 0-125 mm
- 125-400 mm
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- National
  - Governmental sector
    - Regional
    - Local
  - Private sector
  - Civil sector

- Territorial governance organizations
  - SEDATU
    - SEDUVI, SEDUYM
    - Federal entities
    - Municipalities, mayoralities
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Social performance
- Accessibility to services
- Accessibility to infrastructure

Ecological performance
- Infiltration and extraction rates balance
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Development in Zone 3
Existing WTP
New anaerobic WTP
Increase of extraction

Urban water system
- Future housing development
- WTP
- Extraction wells
- Infiltration areas
- Employment centers
- Built environment
- Primary street network
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Development in Zone 1
Rainwater catchment in ISH
Rainwater catchment in Z1
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Infiltration lagoons
Vegetation and terraces
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Workshop

Informal housing associations
Angelica Bartra
Representative of their interests

SEDATU
Edgar Buenrostro
Territorial development director at SEDATU

Social housing associations
Anahí Valera
Representative of Flor de Mayo association

CONAGUA/CAEM
Alfonso Figueroa
Policy player

Social impact organisation
Andrea Plego
Entrepreneur

Federal Credit Society (FCS)/Social housing developer
Marco Figueroa
Exited from the FCS, developed extensive housing

Ecological impact companies
Enrique Lomelín
Entrepreneur at HS Urbano
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Development in Zone 2
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Performance improvement from the Business-As-Usual to the Regenerative Development Scenarios
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Development in Zone 1
Development in Zone 2
Rainwater catchment in Zone 1
Rainwater catchment in Zone 2
Source separation in Zone 1
Source separation in Zone 2
Anaerobic WTP
New anaerobic WTP
Infiltration lagoons
Vegetation in high slopes
Rainwater catchment in ISH
Wetlands in ISH
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Social-ecological performance 2020
Performance improvement from the Business-As-Usual to the Regenerative Development Scenarios

When developed by the researcher

When developed by the stakeholders

When co-planned
Regeneration in the MAVM
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